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(4)	Oi±e of the common sounds in a is
heard in—
arm	far	palms
and is called the "Italian" sound of the letter,
because characteristic of that language. It
is heard as well in the Spanish and German.
The mark is the dieresis above the a.
(5)	The soft Italian sound is heard in—
ask	pass	bath
and the single dot above the vowel is its
mark. The sound is about midway between
the short sound, as in pat, and the Italian
sound, as in barn.
(6)	A sound of a which is like the short
sound of o appears in—
was	what	swan
and demands a single dot below the vowel.
(7)	A sound of a very similar to the short
sound of e (see below) is noted in—
senate	village
and the mark is called the suspended bar and
is placed under the vowel.
(8)	A somewhat difficult sound of a ap-
pears in—
care	parent
About the easiest way to explain this sound
is to say that it is nearly equivalent to the
sounds of a and e short, run together. The
inverted v-shaped mark above the letter is
called a circumflex.
The Vowel E.    The three sounds of the
letter e are graphically illustrated below:
(1)	The long, or natural, sound is heard
in—
eve	era	steam
The mark is the macron, above the letter.
(2)	The short sound of the letter e is found
in the wards—
mSt	^nd	friend
and the distinguishing mark is the breve.
(3)	In a fairly large list of words such
as—
err	her	fern
the vowel has the same sound as u in urge
and i in sir (see below). The diacritical mark
denoting this sound is called a tilde, or wave.
Tilde is pronounced in two syllables, til'de.
The name comes from a foreign language, the
Spanish, where it is used over the letter n
to denote a following sound similar to y} as
in canon.
The Vowel I    (1) The long sound, or
name sound, of i is heard in—
ice	tie	item
The distinguishing mark is the macron, a
straight line above the vowel.
 (2)	The short sound of i is heard in such
words as—
bit	tin	skam
and, as in all other short sounds, the distin-
guishing mark is the breve.
(3)	In a considerable number of words i
takes the sound of other letters; in—
machine	quarantine
the sound is that of long e, and the mark is the
two dots above the letter. In
fir	sir	stir
the tilde denotes the same sound as uttered in
u in urn and burn.
The Vowel 0. The sounds of o are marked
with the same devices as the preceding vowels.
(1)	The long, or natural, sound of o is
heard in—
oar	foe	tone
and the macron is used above the letter.
(2)	The short sound of o is used in such
words as—
not	lot	spot
and its distinguishing mark is the breve.
(3)	In a large number of words such as—
mp.ve-	prp.ve
the sound is the same as though oo were
present; as, proof. When this sound is to
be uttered and there is but one o, the dieresis
is used below the vowel. In such words as—
moon	so~on
if it is desired to use a mark of pronuncia-
tion the double macron is used above the let-
ters.
The Vowel U. (1) The long sound of u is
heard in—
use	duty	cube
and is distinguished by the macron above the
letter.
(2)	The short sound of u appears in—
but	sun	stttmp
and its mark is the breve.
(3)	A common use of u is found in such
words as—
urn	urge
and the vowel is marked with the circumflex,
as in (8), in the preceding column.
Diphthongs. A diphthong is a sound pro-
duced by running together two vowel sounds
in the same syllable. It is called a proper
diphthong if both vowels are sounded. Ex-
amples are oi in the word oil, oy in boy, ou
in out, and ow in cow. An improper diph-
thong, or digraph, is merely a union of two
vowels in the same syllable, only one of which
is sounded. An example is found in the
words ram* teach, audible.

